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VHF TRANSISTOR
POWER STAGES

(

Transistorized vhf power oscillators and amplifiers can
be designed without difficulty to provide reasonable assurance of optimum performance. The essential requirements
are proper load impedance, coils and capacitors having
sufficiently high Q, a proper feedback path for the oscillator, and a physical layout compatible with the frequency_
The oscillators and amplifiers to be described are
power stages. A large voltage swing at the c~llector
is assumed_
Common-base operation is preferred for the following
reasons. The transistor can generally be operated at a
higher doc collector voltage because the common-base
breakdown voltage is higher. Experimental results show
that both output and efficiency are somewhat higher than
in a common-emitter stage. The gain of a common-base
amp lifier may be lower, but this is usually not significant
in a power stage. In some instances, the common-base
stage may have more gain. Finally, the feedback path for
an oscillator is more easily established in a common-base
connection.

Ebb2
Rl = 2 Po

(1)

where Ebb is the battery voltage and Po is the output
power. This assumes that the peak a-c voltage is equal to
the battery voltage. It is often impossible to swing the collector voltage this much, particularly at higher frequencies. In this case, RL will be less (often considerably less)
than the value given above.
Since predicting large-signal behavior of a transistor
at vhf is difficult, a load-matching network is required to
obtain the desired performance. The network shown in
Fig. 1 is frequently used for impedance matching. The
range of load impedance may be determined with relative ease and a wide variety of load conditions may
be accommodated.
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DESIGN ANALYSIS

The load impedance, Rl , at the collector is dictated by
the output power and the collector voltage_ Its maximum
value is given by:
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Fig. 1. Load.matching
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Capacitors Cl and C2 can be 1.8-13 p,p,f (E. F. Johnson
Type U). Losses in C3 are relatively unimportant since
it is shunted by the 50- ohm load.
400 - MC OSCILLATOR

While th e To matching netwo rks are still applicable at
400 me, other arrangements al so are attractive_ For
example, frequently we may use a small section of transmission line with a short-circuit termination (usually
shaped like a hairpin) to provide an eq ui valent inductance with hi gh Q, low loss, and convenient size.
The problem of a heat sin k for a power stage is neatly
solved by insertin g" the transistor into the end of the
coll ector line. The loop reactance and size are set by the
minimum Q desired at the operati ng power level and
by the transistor and circu it capacitance. Loading adjustment is possible with a small variable capacitor.
Figure 5 shows the dimensions of a 400 -mc oscillator.
From 20 to 50 mw may be obtained from typical 2N1l41

transistors with 20 volts from collector to base and
10-ma emitter current.
The capacitors can be 1.5-9 p,p,f (Johnson Type U).
The emitter lin e is not strictI y necessary for an oscillator.
This ci rcuit may be used as an amplifier if an input is
coupl ed to the emitter lin e in a manner similar to the
load connection.
AVOIDING OSCILLATION IN TUNED AMPLIFIERS

The easiest way to avoid oscillation is to load the
output and input sufficiently. At frequencies up to a few
hundred megacycles, this is entirely satisfactory and is
consistent with the foregoin g designs. It begins to be
diffi cult at higher frequencies because of the resultant
loss !n gain.
Neutralization is a possibl e alternative, but it is difficult at vhf. Also, neutralization may introduce more
problems than it solves.
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Fig. 5.400-mc Oscillator Layout
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The maximum value of C2 is determined from Eq.( 5).
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Cl is selected to tune the network to resonance at 200 mc.
In this example. the value of C1 is about 5 p,p,f.
The complete network is shown in Fig. 2.
The minimum Q (to a fi rst approximation)
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Although this circu it Q is too low to be generally suitable
as an output matching network where harmonic rejection
is required, it will be adequate for investigating transistor performance.
INPUT MATCHING SECTION

While a 7r network is possible, the Q is very low for a
low-impedance sourct'. Therefore a resonant matching
systt'm is best. A simple and effective scheme is shown
in Fig. :~.

The factor 2 is included to account for the loading of the
source at impedance match. L1 and C1 are selected to
resonate with C2 at the operating frequency. C3 will
serve as an impedance matching capacitor. Typical values
fOf XC3 might range from 1/3 to 3 times rb / The input
tap on Ll should be located experimentally to provide
the maximum available power at the transistor input.

OSCILLATOR DESIGN

Adding a feedback circuit to the collector matching
section will complete the oscillator design.
The common-base circuit is well suited for oscillation
since the emitter current is nearly in phase with the
collector current. Direct co lIector-emi tter feedback
through the internal transistor capacitance (at high frequencies) Of with an externally connected collectoremitter capacitor (at low frequencies) will always produce oscillation.
Oscillation occurs at that point on the resonant-circuit
impedance curve where the phase of the feedback is
correct. An adjustment of the magnitude of the feedback voltage is needed. This may be a small variable
capacitor from emitter to ground (at high frequencies)
or from collector to emitter (at low frequencies).
The circuit of a typical 200-mc oscillator is shown 111
Fig. 4. The 2N1l41 will give 60 to 100 mw in this circuit
with 20 volts from collector to base and 10 ·ma emitter
current.
50-ohm
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Fig_ 3. Resonant input system for vhf amplifier
At high frequencies, the input resistance of the transistor is approximately equal to fb'. C2 is selected for
the minimum Q desired:
X C2 '"'" 2Q{min)

rb'

-20v

Fig. 4. 200 -mc Oscillator
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NOTES

The maximum value for RL is determined by Eq.(l).R o ,
the output load resistance, is kn own (usua ll y 50 ohms).

Th e approximate mJnlmUm values for XL and HL are
given by:

The loaded Q of the entire circuit is s ubj ect to certain

X Limin ) ~ Q{min) Ho
R limin ) ~ Q{minJ] 2 Ho

(6)
(7)

l

limitation s. Since a low value of loaded Q p e rmits exces·
sive transmission of harmonic fr equencies, it shou ld not
be less than 5, and preferably not less than 7. Maximum
Q is limited by the realizabl e Q of th e circuit elements;
therefore, C1 must be a hi gh .Q ca pacitor. The Q of L1

200 - Me NETWORK

is usually the limiting factor and th e loaded circuit Q

A typical example may clarify th e design procedure.

sh ou ld not exceed 10 percent of th e inductor Q so that

Given a tran sistor output s tage th at is operating as fol-

not more than about 10 percent of the avai labl e power

lows, design a

will be lost in Ll. If inductor size is not too small , Q's of

Ro

=

Ii

matching n e twork. Let Vco = 20 volts,

50 ohms, f

=

200 me, and Po

=

0.2 watt.

200 to 300 are possible.
From Eq.(l),
A strai g htforward analysis of Fig. 1 gives the follow·
ing expression for the ratio of input resistance, R L, to
output r esis tance, Ro:

X C2

1000 ohms

Since a full 20 -volt sw in g lS unlikely, des ig n the
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X L) 2
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matchin g section to provid e loads from 400 to 1600 ohms.
Loads highe r than 1000 ohms will not permit 0.2 watt

R lImin ), the mllllmum value of R L, and the mllllmum
ratio of

K

occurs when XL

Ro
XL =
X C2 {min)

=
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X C2 . At this point:

J Ro RLlm in)'
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to be developed, but may h elp realize maximum output
from marginal transistors. From Eq.(3),
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=

JRo R Llmin)' = J50 X 400' = 141 ohms

L
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0 .125 fLh

X C2 {min) = XL = 141 ohms
C2{min) ~ 5 fLPJ

This is the minimum value of C2. RL, the input resistance
to th e network, wi ll ri se as C2 is increased.
The maximum valu e of C2 is d e te rmin ed by the maxi·
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mum va lu e of R L, desig nated R Llmax ).
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When a mlllimum loaded Q is ~pecifipd, th e minimum
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valu es of X L a nd HL are a lso ~pecified. Thi s se ts a limit
on th e m ax imum o utput pow e r usin g a ~ in g l e
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ne twork

with a g ive n Ho. If g reater powe r is neeeled , oth e r match in g schemes may be u!"pd o r a seco nd

7r

nptwo rk addpd .

- 20 v

The second net wo rk is ca lc ul a ted in th e sa me manne r as
th e firs t but with the pnd s reve rsed to tra nsform H" to
a low('l" impedance.

Fig. 2. Output
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